As the various parts of the bibliography suggest, both English translations and studies have focused on the significant contribution which Iraqi poets have made, especially since the 1950s, to contemporary Arabic poetry. Hence the prominence given to the leading modernist poets who have enriched Arabic poetry in techniques and thematic orientation: Badr Sh®kir al- Sayy®b (1926 Sayy®b ( -1964 , N®zik al-Mal®aeikah (b. 1923 ), AEAbd al-Wahh®b alBay®t¬ (1926 -1999 , Buland al-ºaydar¬ (1926 Buland al-ºaydar¬ ( -1996 and SaAEd¬ Y‚suf (b. 1934) . On the other hand, MuΩammad Mahd¬ al-J®w®hir¬ , who stands out as the greatest neo-classicist, is represented only by fragments of his rich legacy in English translation. Likewise, other leading traditional poets are either excluded or underrepresented. There is no doubt that the current literary taste, in targeted Western languages, is not receptive to such traditional poetry. However, it is also important to keep in mind another restraining factor, i.e., the demanding task of translating al-J®w®hir¬'s poetic form, its wealth of allusions and usages spanning more than fourteen hundred years of Arabic literature, and the rhetorical expressions which the poet uses extensively in his works.
The other genres (drama, novel, and short story) are marginally represented primarily because they are, on the whole, more concerned with sociopolitical themes, current issues or revolutionary causes than with the artistic requirements. The bibliography lists only a few items, mostly individual short stories, by pioneering and prolific, writers, such as Ayy‚b (1908 -1988 ), JaAEfar al-Khal¬l¬ (b. 1902 ), MaΩm‚d al-Sayyid (1893 -1937 Y‚suf al-AE §n¬ (b. 1927) and others. Apart from al-AE §n¬'s play (1995) , there are seven other books of fiction by individual authors: five novels by MuAEalla, 1979 -1982 , Mamdouh [Mamd‚Ω], 1996 , Takarl¬, 2001 , Khedairi 2001 and al-Raml¬, 2003 and two short story collections by Daisy [Dayz¬] al-Am¬r (1994) and Buthaynah al-N®◊ir¬, 2002. It is obvious that these seven works give us only very limited access to a fairly rich literature of Iraqi fiction. Among the contemporary writers who deserve greater attention because of the artistic quality of their works are
